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Abstract: This study analysed the patterns and processes of borrowing that can occur in the retention of
Islamic Arabic words. This research revealed that the most common process of borrowing in the sample
discourse is total importation, as loanwords make up the majority of the borrowed features. Recommendations
are provided in this aspect, particularly in teaching Islamic Studies in the English language as well as in
retaining Islamic Arabic terms in the general discourse among Muslims.
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INTRODUCTION Likewise, the Muslim Ummah have their own

The English language today is recognized as the identity. A number of studies by Muslim scholars and
lingua Franca of the world, where it is utilized in various academicians (e.g., [5-9]) have supported this notion,
communities and nations worldwide. With its widespread showing the need for the application of Islamic Arabic
diffusion into different communities that are culturally terms  in  the  English  language. With the absence of
unique and diverse, this communication tool which is many Islamic religious referents in Standard Englishes,
seen as  ‘Judeo-Christian  based  and entrenched in Muslim scholars such as [5] speak of the concern in the
Roman secular worldview’ [1] finds itself undergoing conservation of Islamic understanding as distortion of
inevitable  modifications  to  meet  the  specific and meanings can easily occur through transliteration and
unique communication needs  of  its ‘new’ speakers. translation. [5] stated that through  such distortions
These changes can be seen in the various World ‘many meanings suffer change, loss or obliteration of
Englishes or varieties of English having their own consciousness’  and  thus  produce  ‘a serious threat to
distinctive linguistic features and  suited to meet the the  continuity  of  the  Islamic understanding’ (p. 14).
needs and identities of their language communities [2]. This concern and the  perceived inadequacy of the

Many surveys have been carried out to examine English language to meet the communicative and
these linguistic changes in the different English varieties linguistic needs of the Muslims bring forth a new or
including at the lexical level. [3] for the example described modified form of English which is termed as Islamic
lexical innovations as inevitable and stated that in East English  by  [5].   While   studies   have  effectively shown
Africa, one ‘has to be familiar with the uses of lexical items the  needs   and  importance  for  an  Islamic  English
such as wananchi (citizen), matutu (collective taxi), (e.g., [1, 5, 8, 10]), there is still more studies required to
bwana (master) and panga (machete)’ among others. further understand the trends, reality and  the nature of
Similarly, when in India, where Indian English is spoken, the language [8] and propel forward the concept of
one would encounter lexical items that are foreign to the Islamic English. One aspect that is seen as lacking in
speakers of Standard Englishes such as avatar, guru and research is the  linguistic  features of Islamic English
Puja as well as compound blends such as ghat road and which this paper intends to explore,  albeit restricted to
gobar gas [4]. These lexical innovations are often from the lexical level, particularly the processes of lexical
semantic  fields  that  are  intertwined with one’s culture borrowing from the Arabic language. It is also of current
and identity, such  as  food,  religion and philosophy. interest to explore the authentic usage of the language in
They include culture-specific registers that are often a linguistic domain (Islamic Studies and Sciences) that
lacking in the Standard Englishes. was once reserved for the Arabic language.

linguistic needs that are intertwined with their faith and
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Theoretical Framework: Lexical borrowing can basically Further classification under loanblends is possible and
be understood as  the  incorporation of lexical items from has been identified as blended stems, derivational blends
a source language into a receiving language. In the and compound blends. In the case of loanblends it is
context of New Englishes, speakers who engage in the important to highlight here that only features reproduced
borrowing  of  lexical  items  may  not  be native speakers after a model of the source language is considered as a
of   the  English  language  wherein  in  this case loan item in the form of loanblends. Creations that appear
borrowed items are introduced by fluent non-native as loanblends or hybrids, although combining both the
speakers for cultural retention  purposes,  a process morphemes from  the  source  and maintained language,
known  as  ‘endo-borrowing’.  This  is  different  from are not loanblends as ‘they did not come into being as a
‘Exo-borrowing’ where the borrowing is done by native direct imitation of a foreign model’ [14: 220].
speakers of the receiving language [11: 4]. Since speakers Loanshifts can be divided into semantic loans and
may not be natives of the English language, the source loan  translations.  Only  the  latter  is relevant to this
language is termed ‘the maintained language’ and study as the paper does not look into shifts in semantics.
borrowing in this paper is defined as ‘the attempted Loan translations is a borrowing process that involves
reproduction in a maintained language, of features from complete morphemic substitution without importation.
another language with  which  the  former is in contact’ Independent  lexemes  or morphemes previously existing
[12: 455]. In addition, this paper included frozen or in the maintained language are utilized and combined in
idiomatic phrases as lexical items together with single or imitation of the structural pattern of a model of the source
compound words, in line with Gumperz (1982, p.66 as cited language, forming a new lexical unit in the maintained
in [13]) who defined borrowing as ‘the introduction of language. An example of a loan translation is the German
single words or short, frozen idiomatic phrases from one word Wolkenkratzer which is modelled after skyscraper
variety into the other’. [14: 214].

In analysing and describing the linguistic processes Using this theoretical framework by [14], the paper
involved in the borrowing of Islamic, Arabic words, the then intends to examine the authentic usage of Islamic
paper utilized a framework by [14] as it is considered ‘one English at the lexical level among a sample of its language
of the best-known taxonomies of borrowed items’ [11: 4]. community. The research objectives can be expressed as
In this framework, borrowed items are analysed according follows:
to the degree of morphemic and phonemic substitution
involved when reproducing the foreign items into the To examine the lexical features of Islamic, English,
maintained language. The substitution of morphemes of specifically the lexis borrowed from the Arabic
the foreign items with that from the maintained language language, in an authentic setting.
may involve  none,  partial  or complete substitution. To provide a descriptive account on the borrowing
Based on this criterion of morphemic and phonemic of Arabic words that occurred in the selected Islamic
substitution, loan items are then grouped into three major course using [14] model of lexical borrowing.
categories of loanwords, loanblends and loanshifts.

Loanwords undergo zero morphemic substitution, MATERIALS AND METHOD
where total morphemic importation takes place. It is the
‘direct transference of a lexeme  in  both meaning and Audio recordings of the most recent course
form’ [15: 87] although with varying degrees of phoneme conducted  by  a  selected educational Islamic institute
substitution. An example of this is the word shivaree was obtained. This institute, although shall remain
taken from French charivari [14: 213]. Loanblends, on the anonymous, teaches Islam in different cities worldwide
other hand, involve only partial morphemic substitution using the English language. The recordings ran for
where only a part of the word has  been imported while approximately 766 minutes (12 hours) and consisted
the rest is substituted with morphemes from the mostly  of  lectures  by the  course instructor, although
maintained language. This can be illustrated in the the speech of various students was also heard from class
borrowing of the word plum pie  from American English discussions and question-answer sessions. The course
as [blaum pa ] in Pennsylvania German ‘in which the which was on Islamic Eschatology was conducted in an
morpheme [pa ] has been imported but the native intensive manner over a weekend, as it catered for
[blaum ] has been  substituted for  plum’ [14: 214]. working adults in addition to university students.
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Following the transcription of these recordings, As  shown  in   Table   1,   slightly   more  than  half
specific words and phrases of Islamic, Arabic origin were (51 percent) of the loanwords belong to the General
manually identified. With the assistance of a speaker Islamic Words and Concepts category, followed by
fluent in the Arabic language and who has a background General Arabic Terms (14 percent). As expected, Islamic
in Islamic Studies, each identified item was analysed to Devotional and Social Terms were also common,
determine whether an Arabic model is available and garnering about 11 percent (n=39) of the total amount of
whether they are based on these Arabic models. Items loanwords. The remainder of the loanwords belongs to
meeting this criterion were then classified as either a more specific fields of Islamic Sciences, bearing more
loanword, loanblend or loan translation using [14] model technical thus limited terms. Although the breakdown of
of lexical borrowing. the loanwords here do not represent the general

RESULTS Islamic discourse outside the classroom or discourse

A total of 413 borrowed items was found in the of mostly consisting of loanwords of general Islamic
particular 12-hour discourse. It should be noted that this Arabic  terms  as  well  as  devotional and social terms.
figure represents the total number of unique borrowed This is because the loan words that are of specific Islamic
items found in the study and does not reflect their fields are expected to be less common as they are more
frequency. It should also be highlighted here that the technical in nature. Research is needed to prove or
results are based on a restricted and limited sample disprove this claim.
engaged in a particular topic and thus proper precautions It was also found that the loanwords consist of both
should be taken in generalizing the findings. The results abstract and concrete nouns. This somewhat differs from
here do not claim to represent the overall distribution or a previous study on lexical borrowing where abstract
patterns of borrowed words in Islamic English, but merely nouns were seen more likely to be reproduced as loan
demonstrate instances of patterns that can occur and the translations while objects unique to the source culture
processes involved. tend  to be  loanwords [16]. The difference could be due

It was found that an overwhelming majority of the to the semantic field  of the  nouns wherein abstract
borrowed items identified involves the process of total nouns in this study are mostly from the semantic field of
importation. Loanwords amounted to 86 percent (n=357) religion; a semantic field that is very closely intertwined
of the borrowed features. Compound blends (6 percent, with the identity of a Muslim. This suggests a greater
n=24) as well as loan translations (8 percent, n=32) were need for their retention in form and semantic integrity.
also detected in the study although they form a small Another possibility is that some of the abstract nouns
minority of the borrowed features. Thus three types of borrowed  through  total  importation could be a part of
lexical borrowing occurred: total importation (86 percent), the core vocabulary  of  Islamic English although such
partial substitution (6 percent) and complete substitution has not been formally established yet. This possibility is
(8 percent). The great amount of loanwords detected supported by the fact that the majority of the loanwords
perhaps suggests the lack of congruence between the in this study (76  percent)  were seen unaccompanied by
Arabic and English language, the difficulty to borrow a  definition  or  proper  explanation of  the  terms
through complete substitution, as well as semantic (although English  equivalents  were  used together with
considerations. 36 percent of the loanwords). It is thus suggested that

Tables 1, 2 and 3 above present loanwords, future studies contrast  the  nouns borrowed through
compound  blends  and  loan translations  respectively. total importation and complete substitution. There should
As seen in the tables above, all of the borrowed features also be a study that aims to determine the core vocabulary
belong to the semantic field of religion except for a small of Islamic English.
number (n=49 loanwords) which are considered to be In addition to this, it was found that loanwords were
general Arabic terms although driven by a religious modelled  after  both  monosyllabic  and  polysyllabic
context and needs. Since the majority of the borrowed items (except for general Arabic terms which are mostly
features belongs to the same semantic field, further monosyllabic or disyllabic) while the majority of the
classification was employed in order to group them compound blends and loan translations were modelled
accordingly.  The   categorization   utilized,  as   seen  in after polysyllabic Arabic words (Table 2 and Table 3).
the  tables  above,  is  based   on   [5]  with modifications. Therefore,  the  principle  of economy may not be  the first

breakdown in Islamic English, it can be suggested that

among  Muslims  in  general would have similar patterns
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Table 1: Examples of loanwords identified in the study

Table 2: List of compound blends (n=24)
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Table 3: List of loan translations (n=32)

criterion  here  in  determining  the  type of features that pluralize loanwords were detected, forming words like
will be borrowed through total importation. This again sheykhs, ijâbs, imâms, halaqahs, sunnahs and fatwâs.
supports the postulation that other factors such as The only form of integration applied to the compound
guarding the semantic integrity or the difficulty to blends and loan translations is word order reversal such
substitute Arabic with English morphemes, may have a as the compound blend fajr prayer (from ) and
greater role in determining the borrowing process of loan translation the straight path (from ).
Islamic Arabic items. Again, research is needed to validate It is also interesting to  note  that some Islamic,
such claims and determine the factors that influence the Arabic terms (n=6) were reproduced through both total
likelihood of a foreign model to be borrowed through total importation and complete substitution, bringing into
importation, partial substitution or complete substitution. existence  both  a  loanword  and  a loan translation.

In terms of the integration of borrowed features into These include items such as mother of the believers and
the maintained language, very little (if any) phonemic ummul mû'minîn, beast of the earth and dâbatul ard as
substitution occurred in the borrowing process, similar to well as severe in punishment or shadîdul ‘iqâb. It is not
a previous study conducted by [17] on lexical borrowing possible here to determine the reasons or motivations
in Malaysian English. [12: 465] suggested that this is due behind the utilization of both processes for the borrowing
to the fact that ‘the borrowers, being non-native speakers of these terms until further research is made, nor is it
of English, are less likely to perceive a need to alter the possible to predict which form will outlast the other in
pronunciation of borrowed features just to make them Islamic English.
sound more like the recipient language words as the Since the call for the retention of Islamic, Arabic
recipient language is an external variety’. terms mainly stems from the concern for the preservation
Morphosyntactic integration too was rare. Some of Islamic understanding, it is worthwhile here to highlight
instances of the inflectional morpheme –s used to a few patterns that  were observed among the loanwords.
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It   was    found that   the   majority   of  the  loanwords There were also instances where concepts (n=16) that
(76 percent) was lacking in proper definition or have been identified for retention  in the Arabic form by
explanation. This included terms that were seen [5] were communicated only in its perceived English
accompanied by or interchangeably used with their equivalent or translation (see Table 5). The Arabic form is
perceived English equivalents which may or may not be absent in the discourse.
‘true’ equivalents in addition to lacking proper definition The usage of some Biblical or Christian terms were
(32 percent, n=114). Some of these terms (n=50) in fact also observed in the discourse, such as ‘son of Mary’,
have been highlighted for retention in its Arabic form by ‘Eve’ and ‘the second coming of Jesus Christ’. While
[5] as these terms, particularly Quranic terms, are ‘not these terms refer to the same persons or events in Islam,
possible to be rendered in one English word’ (p.21). the two religions do not have an identical understanding
Nevertheless, these terms (n=50) were seen accompanied of these persons and events.
by, or alternatively used with their perceived English All of this raises some concern in both the
equivalent, in  addition  to  lacking proper definition preservation of the semantic integrity of these Islamic
(except for five terms which were properly defined: sal h, concepts as well as the general Islamic understanding of
zin , ghusl, jannah, barakah). Table 4 provides a list of a Muslim. It is possible that the association of Islamic
these  terms   together   with    their     equivalents   used. terms  with  inaccurate English equivalents together  with

Table 4: Terms listed in Al Faruqi (1986) and used with English equivalents (n=50)
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Table 5: Examples of Islamic concepts using English equivalents only (definition from Al Faruqi, 1986)

the absence of proper definition or explanation, the Thus, while there were a large number of loanwords
complete substitution of certain Islamic terms and used in the Islamic discourse analysed, there needs to be
concepts with English equivalents or translations as well greater attention paid to how these loanwords are used.
as the usage of Biblical terms, will produce or reinforce As demonstrated in this study, the use of equivalents and
inaccurate understanding of these terms and promote lack of explanation and such may actually contribute to
semantic shifts. This will defeat the primary purpose of the confusion of their meaning and may even promote
retaining Islamic, Arabic terminologies in the English semantic shifts to a certain degree. Further research is
language, which is to preserve the correct Islamic needed to determine the consequences of such language
understanding of these concepts. patterns on the understanding of these Islamic terms.

Thus, it is very important that future research on More awareness on how borrowed items are used
these patterns and their consequences are conducted, and should be used, is also needed, in addition to
including the use of compound blends and loan promoting the  retention   of  Islamic  Arabic  terms.
translations, especially in terms of its effect on one’s Those who engage in  Islamic discourse, particularly
Islamic understanding. Potential semantic shifts of those who are teaching Islamic Studies in the English
loanwords in Islamic English should also be investigated. language, should be careful in using perceived English

CONCLUSION the semantic differences between the Islamic terms and

This survey examined the authentic use of Islamic resort to using the English forms of important concepts,
English particularly the occurrences of borrowing of students should be made aware of the differences in the
Islamic, Arabic  terms,  in  a  recent course conducted by understanding  of  these  concepts between the Islamic
an Islamic educational institute. It was found that the and external worldview (e.g. Secular worldview) followed
majority of the borrowed Arabic terms in the course was by a redefinition of the English form according to the
reproduced through total importation (86 percent) Islamic  perspective  (as  per  the concept of Islamization
followed by complete substitution (8 percent) and partial of language introduced by [18]). This is line with current
substitution (6 percent). Although it seems that many research that have advocated for the redefinition of
borrowed items were genuine to their Arabic forms, the certain English lexicons according to the Islamic
study demonstrates that some practices may warrant perspective and the production of an English dictionary
concern. About 32 percent of loanwords were seen for Muslims (e.g. [19-21]).
accompanied by, or interchangeably used with their When using Islamic Arabic terms, it is recommended
perceived English equivalents while lacking proper that instructors also provide the definitions of the terms,
definitions, including terms that have been recommended in the class text, in the glossary of materials used or
for retention in the Arabic form by [5]. In addition to this, verbally during classroom time. This is in accordance with
there were Islamic concepts that were completely [5] recommendation when using Islamic, Arabic terms,
substituted with its perceived English equivalents or wherein a brief explanation or definition should be given
translations  despite  being  highlighted for retention in in order to ensure that the terms are understood correctly
the Arabic forms by [5]. [5: 21]. Instructors could prepare beforehand, a list of

equivalents  and  instead,  attempt  to actively highlight

their perceived English equivalents. Should speakers
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Islamic,  Arabic  terminologies  and their definitions. 10. Sheila Parveen Lallmamode and Zalika Adam, 2009.
These lists should not be limited to the technical or Awareness of Islamic English among Muslim
specialized vocabulary of the Islamic subject, but include students in Malaysia. Paper presented at SoLLs
general Islamic concepts and vocabulary that students International Conference on Language and Culture:
may encounter in the  course.  This  is  because it is Creating and Fostering Global Communities,
predicted that there will be high occurrences of general Putrajaya.
Islamic terms as demonstrated  in this study. All of this 11. Haspelmath, M., 2003. Loanword typology: steps
will hopefully create awareness  among students, promote toward a systematic cross-linguistic study of lexical
better understanding of key concepts and vocabulary in borrowability. In T. Stolz, D. Bakker and R. S. Palomo
Islam and address any existing confusion, in the effort to (Eds.), Aspects of language contact: New theoretical,
preserve Islamic concepts and understanding. methodological and empirical findings with special

It  is  hoped  that  the  study has shed some light on focus on Romancisation processes (pp: 43-62). Berlin:
the linguistic processes and patterns involved in the Mouton de Gruyter [Electronic version].
borrowing of Islamic, Arabic features and ultimately 12. Tan, S.I., 2009. Lexical borrowing from Chinese
contribute to a better grasp of the reality and nature of Language in Malaysian English. [Electronic version].
Islamic English today. World Englishes, 28(4): 451-484.

13. Hornberger, N. and S.L. McKay, 2010.
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